Mrs. Yau
5th Grade

Email Mrs. Yau:
bwong@
cps.edu

Week of Oct. 19 - Oct. 23, 2020
📓 ELA - Yau

We are diving deep and reading
Chapters 11-15 of Freak the Mighty novel.
Our focus will be character thoughts, words,
and actions and how it changes their
development throughout the text, vocabulary
and comprehension.
Students will continue to engage in
collaborative discussions as we summarize
and ﬁnding main ideas/themes of each
chapter. Our preﬁx of the week is RE- .

🔢 Math Agostinelli
Students have wrapped up Topic 2 and will take the final

📌 Reminders
★
★
★
★

numbers.

http://bit.ly/MsAgostinelli
315 ELA meets DAILY from 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
315 Math meets DAILY from 9:15AM-10:00AM

✏

Science/SS - Yau

Science: Patterns of Earth and Sky Unit:
Students will investigate the question: If Earth is spinning, which way
is up? They will make predictions, watch videos, visualize as they
read the text and create digital models. Through these activities
students will learn that what people on Earth perceive as up and
observe in the sky changes as Earth spins, but, because Earth pulls
objects down with the force of gravity, up is always away from the
ground.
315 Science Meets DAILY from 11:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Social Science:
This week, students will learn what culture is and dive deeper into the
different aspects of culture such as language, architect, celebrations,
arts & literature, religion & beliefs, clothing and food.
******Remember to study for your weekly test. *****
315 Science meets DAILY from 1:45 PM - 2:15 PM

Complete the EMERGENCY FORM and the LUNCH FORM The
LINK is provided. Send electronic forms back to
haineses@cps.edu.

Student Weekly Syllabus: Weekly Plan
Oﬃce Hours: 2:15-2:45 PM Daily.
Parents: Get connected to Google Classroom and ClassDojo.

315 Reading meets DAILY from 8:00AM-9:00AM

assessment on Monday. We will begin Topic 3 this week,
which focuses on fluently multiplying multi-digit whole

Please check Aspen weekly to monitor
grades
All students work is found in Google
Classroom.
BAC Meeting- 10:30 AM

🎉 Celebrations
Happy Birthday, October Stars!
Your birth ﬂower is the cosmos! These pretty
jewel-toned ﬂowers symbolize peace and serenity. Not
only that, you get two birthstones — opal and tourmaline.

-

Ziheng Zhou 10/20
Juntao Liang 10/25

🌟 Star of the Week

